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Abstract
Linear logic is a logic of actions which seems well suited to various computer sci
ence applications From its intrinsic ability to reect computational resources it is
possible to rene dierent programming paradigms like formulaeastypes proofs
asprograms or formulaeasstates proofsascomputations with a ner control on
resource management In the latter case the correspondence between Intuitionistic
Linear Logic ILL	 and Petri nets illustrates the interest of e
cient proof search
methods for proving specications or properties of distributed systems In contrast
to existing methods for instance based on canonical proofs we propose here to re
visit the semantics of ILL and its interpretation on Petri nets to provide new proof
techniques for proving or disproving properties From the relationships between the
notions of ordered monoid and of quantale we dene a new interpretation of ILL
on Petri nets that is complete and veries the property of nite models Possible
issues would be to derive a new algebraic semantics as basis of proof search and to
propose a calculus to eectively build countermodels for ILL
  Introduction
Linear logic denoted LL  is a powerful and expressive logic with connec
tions to a variety of topics in computer science as logic programming con
currency or functional programming	 Works have been devoted to term as
signment for Intuitionistic Linear Logic ILL 
 and classical LL  with
proposals of linear lambda calculi having important properties as subject
reduction or substitution property	 From natural deduction and sequent cal
culus proof systems of ILL see appendix A for the ILL sequent calculus
we can investigate the problems of type inference and type safety  but
also apply the programming with proofs paradigm with possible mechanized
program extraction from proofs	 In this case proof search corresponds to
c
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program synthesis and proof normalisation to computation The correspon
dence between ILL and Petri nets  or predicate ILL and highlevel nets 
justi	es the necessity of adequate proof search methods for proving speci	ca
tions 
and synthesising programs Let us mention that works on linear logic
programming  and on concurrent programming based on proofsearchas
computation involve also speci	c logical fragments from ILL Therefore the
study of proof search methods for automatic or interactive theorem proving
is essential for such logical frameworks or typetheoretic languages We have
previously studied proof search in ILL that was based on the de	nition of
canonical proofs that are complete wrt provability  In the opposite side
from this constructive approach it could be also very important to be able
to capture unprovability for ILL with a new calculus for this logic that could
be used eectively to build counter models as it is already done in Intuition
istic Logic 
IL  Here we focus on the relationships between ILL and the
Petri nets that can naturally be made into models of ILL in such a way that
many properties of nets 
one might wish to state become expressible in the
logic  Completeness for the logic with respect to nets as a model has been
studied in  For instance Petri nets form a sound and complete model for
the  free fragment and in the case of the  free fragment an extra axiom

of distributivity of  over   is necessary for the completeness In fact with
the given interpretation one cannot state the nondistributivity of  over  
namely that 
X   Y   Z  
X  Z  
Y  Z is not provable in ILL Then
we propose from a study of the relationships between the notions of ordered
monoid and of quantale to de	ne a new interpretation of ILL on Petri nets
that is complete by opposition to the one of  and that can lead to the
property of 	nite models It is based on the speci	c construction of a quan
tale from a commutative monoid with an order and on the de	nition of a new
closure operator such that the new class of quantales we de	ne forms a com
plete class of models for ILL Moreover this new closure allows to naturally
give a counter example to show that 
X   Y   Z  
X   Z  
Y   Z is
not provable in ILL To complete the result that a Petri net can be viewed as
an ordered monoid  we show that every ordered monoid can be obtained
from a Petri net and that the 	niteness is preserved during the construction
Then as a consequence Petri nets form a complete class of models for ILL
Possible issues would be to derive a new algebraic semantics as basis of
proof search and to propose a calculus to eectively build countermodels
for ILL Moreover we could study from these semantical considerations a
possible and alternative embedding of ILL into IL  and its consequence on
proof search or refutation search in these logics
  From ordered monoids to quantales
Quantales are to ILL what complete Boolean algebras are to classical logic
or what complete Heyting algebras are to intuitionistic logic They all form a

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complete class of models for their respective logic namely ILL in the case of
quantales 	
 In the case of classical logic there is a very simple way
to obtain Boolean algebras from a simple structure by taking the powerset
of any set
 In the case of IL constructions also exist like the open sets of a
topology orelse Kripke models 	
 In the case of ILL one may construct
a quantale from an intuitionistic phase model 	 and one has a commutative
monoid together with a closure operator such that the linear implication 
preserves closed subsets
 But it is not easy to build a nontrivial closure with
this property on a given commutative monoid

Here we present another general construction of a quantale starting from
a commutative monoid with an extra structure an order a preorder would
also work which is compatible with the monoidal operations
 We rst re
call the basic denitions of ordered monoids and quantales and introduce the
construction starting from a at monoid
 This general construction is pre
sented with all its properties
 It involves the notion of closure which is used
to build a complete lattice structure
 We dene conditions on closure to en
sure the preservation of the properties in the quantale and we present a new
closure operator derived from the MacNeille completion
 We explain why the
construction is enough general to ensure the completeness and therefore such
quantales form a complete class of models of ILL

  Some denitions
Ordered monoids have a simple structure
 It is mainly a monoid together
with an order relation such that the monoidal operation is increasing in both
arguments
 We will denote by OM the class of ordered monoids

Denition  A tripletM  M   is called an ordered monoid OM if
i M  is an ordered set

ii M  is a commutative monoid

iii x y  x  y is increasing

We will denote by  the unit of the monoid M 
 Condition iii is equiv
alent to the following one for any x a b such that a   b we have xa   xb

The commutativity ensures that  is increasing in its two parameters
 Let us
note that N  is an ordered monoid

Quantales have a richer structure
 Indeed a quantale is already a ordered
monoid but its order structure has all joins and meets even innite ones and
consequently it is also a complete lattice
 Moreover the monoidal operation
preserves meets
 We will denote by Qa the class of quantales

Denition  The triplet Q  Q   is called a quantale Qa if
i Q  is a complete lattice

ii Q  is a commutative monoid

iii For all a b
i

i
in M  a 
 
W
i
b
i


W
i
a  b
i



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Fig  A simple quantale
Condition iii is sucient to prove that  is increasing

 It is known as
innite distributivity and can be compared with intuitionistic innite distribu
tivity a
 
W
i
b
i

 
W
i
a b
i
 In the context of condition i and ii	 condition
iii is equivalent to the existence of a right adjoint to x  Q  a  x	 usually
denoted y  a  y	 for all a in Q
The aim consists in building a quantale Q	 given an ordered monoid M
The construction should preserve as much as possible structures fromM	 the
most important being the monoidal structure This preservation is important
from the point of view of completeness theorems 
 but also if we want to
compute the semantics of formulae For example	 if we want to compute the
semantic JA  BK of A  B from the semantics JAK of A and JBK of B	 we
must compute JAK  JBK in Q If this last value exists in M and if meets are
preserved by the construction then this is the semantics of AB in Q
   An example
A rst idea consists in starting from a monoidM without an a priori order
and in putting the at order on it	 therefore identifying the quantales that
embed this ordered monoid


Let us consider M   ZkZ  fm

    m
k 
g 	 the integers modulo a
xed natural k and let  be the addition of class	 hence m

m
k 
  m

for
example This is of course a commutative monoid and even a commutative
group If we consider Q   fm

    m
k 
g  f g with the obvious lattice
structure   is the least element and  the greatest	 the order on the m
i
be
ing at is then preserved The monoidal structure is preserved but it should
be extended to   and  We can observe that only one extension gives a valid
quantale It is given in gure 
What are the applications of such a simple construction We point out that
we already have nontrivial ones Indeed	 if we take the following valuation
JXK   m

	 then	 the semantics of X
p
  X  	 	 	 X p times is m
p
 Hence	
JX
k
K   JX
q
K if and only if m

  m
qmodk
if and only if qmod k   

Indeed if a   b then x  b  x  a  b  x  a  x  b So x  a   x  b

In this case the preservation of the lattice structure is not the main point because it will
be trivially veried

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Proposition  The sequent X
k
  X
q
is provable in ILL only if we have k
divides q
The simplicity of this construction should not be misleading Building a
quantale from a at monoid is not always so simple as only considering
a top and bottom element Indeed the preceding construction succeeded
because the underlying monoid was regular
 
 However it seems that a slight
modication would be necessary in case of non regularity to keep the lattice
structure
Let us now compare this construction with the one for Petri nets in 	
 In
this case one used the downward closed subsets of the underlying preorder
In case of a at order these are all subsets of the monoid and one has a much
bigger number of elements in the quantale But there should exist another
general method for such construction leading to smaller quantales than the
downward closed subsets method
 Building complete lattices
There exists a general method to build a complete lattice that is based on the
notion of closure 

Denition  A closure  on a set K is a function that maps a subset X of
K to a subset X

of K and such that X  Y

 X

 Y


There are many examples of closures For instance the topological closure
where X

is the smallest closed set containing X If you have a preorder we
obtain another closure if we take X

as the smallest initial segment containing
X The MacNeille completion is also a very important closure operation
Given a closure  on a set K the closed subsets are subsets X of K
such that X  X

or equivalently subsets of the form X

 The set of closed
subsets together with subset inclusion forms an ordered set which is in fact
a complete lattice We do not give all the details but we simply notice that
the meet operation is the subset intersection We note K

for the set of closed
subsets
 How to choose a closure for ordered monoids
Therefore we have a closure  on the set M  M   being an ordered
monoid We introduce two natural conditions to ensure that the complete
lattice M

 is an extension of M  and we extend the  monoidal op
eration to M

 We rst choose a natural possible embedding and study
the conditions on the closure  so that this function is indeed an embedding
and also a faithful embedding Then we introduce an operation   on M

and assume that M

  forms a quantale Moreover we require that our
previous embedding is a monoidal embedding from M  to M

 
 
A monoid is regular if the following property holds x   y  x   z implies y  z

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  A natural embedding ofM into M
 
The rst point is how can we embed M into M
 
 This is done by taking
the closed subset fxg
 
where fxg denotes the singleton set that is in fact
the smallest closed subset containing x We will also denote this set by x
 
identied with fxg
 
 But what are the conditions such that x  x
 
is an
embedding  We aim at rst to have the following one x   y implies x
 
 y
 

that implies that the downward closure fm  M j m   xg of x denoted by
x is included in x
 
 Then for a subset X we have X  X
 
where
X  fm M j x  Xm   xg
The reader may notice that X  X is also a closure operator Then the
condition X  X
 
expresses that X  X is the smallest closure with
respect to the family of embedding we have chosen
We also want x  x
 
to be faithful and consequently to be eectively
used in counter examples Thus the condition becomes x   y if and only if
x
 
 y
 
 This condition leads to x
 
 x Indeed x  y i x   y i x
 
 y
 
i x  y
 
 Then x  x is a faithful embedding Moreover any closure that
has a faithful embedding must coincide with X  X on singletons This is
the condition we need for our closure
Proposition  For any closure  the function x  x
 
is a faithful ordered
embedding if and only if x
 
 x
   Extending the monoidal structure
Now we have the condition for x  x
 
to be a monomorphism of ordered
sets ie a monotone function What is the additional condition to obtain a
monomorphism of monoids  We have to dene a monoidal operation denoted
  on M
 
assuming that 	M
 
 
 is a quantale
Since x  x
 
is a monoid embedding we have x
 
  y
 
 	x  y

 
 Then
we observe that for any subset X of M we have X
 

W
fx
 
j x  Xg and
consequently X
 
  Y
 

W
f	x  y

 
j x  X y  Y g Finally X
 
  Y
 

fx  y j x  X y  Y g
 
 Denoting fx  y j x  X y  Y g by X Y  we obtain
Proposition  Let  be a closure if 	M
 
 
 is a quantale and the func
tion x  x
 
is a faithful ordered monoid embedding then X
 
 Y
 
 	X  Y 

 

Moreover as 	M
 
 
 is supposed to be a quantale we have the following
x
 
 Y
 

W
fx
 
  y
 
j y  Y g 
W
f	x  y

 
j y  Y g  	x  Y 

 
and X Y
 

S
fx
 
  Y
 
j x  Xg 
S
f	x  Y 

 
j x  Xg  	X  Y 

 

Proposition  Let  be a closure if 	M
 
 
 is a quantale and the func
tion x  x
 
is a faithful ordered monoid embedding then X  Y
 
 	X  Y 

 

Let us remind the conditions we have obtained First we have
x
 
 x for any x M 	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With this condition we already know that x   x
 
is a faithful order embed
ding and that there is at most one possible denition of   so that it is also an
ordered monoid embedding from M   to the quantale M
 
  The
second condition is
X  Y
 
 X  Y 
 
for any XY M 
With these two conditions we are in position to demonstrate that our hy
pothesis is veried ie x   x
 
is a faithful ordered monoid embedding and
that M
 
  is indeed a quantale
  The construction
Let  be a closure on M where M 	 M   is an ordered monoid We
suppose that the properties 
 and  are veried M
 
is the set of closed
subsets of M with respect to  and is a complete lattice structure under the
subset inclusion  We dene the monoidal operation to beX Y 	 X  Y 
 

Let us prove that M
 
  is a commutative monoid Then we will prove
innite distributivity and we nally show that x   x
 
is an ordered monoid
embedding and that it preserves arbitrary meets
Let us verify that this   is indeed a monoidal operation As 
 is the unit of
M  it is clear that 

 
is the unit of M
 
  Moreover   is commutative
since  is The associativity requires our second property X  Y   Z 	
X  Y  Z
 
 X  Y  Z
 
and so X   Y   Z  X  Y  Z
 
 The
converse is trivial We obtain X   Y   Z 	 X  Y  Z
 
and by symmetry
X   Y   Z 	 X  Y  Z
 
which proves associativity
Innite distributivity also requires our second property X 
W
i
Y
i
	
X 

S
i
Y
i

 


S
i
X  Y
i


 

W
i
X  Y
i
 Then we get X  
W
i
Y
i

W
i
X  
Y
i
 Again the converse is trivial
It remains to show that x   x
 
is a monoid morphism Our rst condition
is needed x
 
y
 
 x  y
 
is true because it is the same as xy  xy
which exactly says that x y   xy is increasing And then x
 
 y
 
 x  y
 
is true The converse inclusion is trivial x   x
 
preserves meets because in
any ordered set we have 
V
i
x
i
	
V
i
x
i
 With our rst condition we get

V
i
x
i

 
	
V
i
x
i
 
provided
V
i
x
i
exists in M 
Theorem  Let  be a closure on M where M 	 M   is an ordered
monoid if x
 
	 x and X Y
 
 X  Y 
 
then Q 	 M
 
  is a quantale
and  MQ dened by x 	 x
 
is a faithful ordered monoid embedding
that preserves arbitrary meets
In fact join preservation is more subtle and joins must verify innite
distributivity in Q But no reason imposes this property in the more general
case of an ordered monoid This is the key point of the next section
One might want to know how to compute the linear implication in Q Let
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us recall that in the case of phase semantic  this operator is the starting
point Normally this operator should have the same expression
X  Y  fz M j x Mx  z  Y g
as for phase semantics and this is indeed the case For this we prove that
A X  Y  A  X  Y 
For the case let a  A We have to prove a  X Y  Let consider x  X
we have a  x  A X and then a  x  Y as required
For the  case A  X  Y  A X  X  Y X  Y  Thus A X  Y
and as Y is closed we have A X  Y as required
  A new closure operator
We have already observe that X 	 
X is a closure It also satises our two
properties Therefore we can built a quantale with this closure and obtain
a model of ILL A similar construction was done in 	 for Petri nets which
can be considered as ordered monoids But as a semantic of ILL this closure
has two major drawbacks
 the rst one is that joins are interpreted by unions
because the union of initial segments is an initial segment 

S
i

A
i

S
i

A
i

Then as joins are unions in this case and meets are intersections this
is always true joins and meets distribute over each other This is the reason
why the semantic of Winskel and Engberg is not complete with respect to
ILL 	
Theorem  For the closure X 	 
X the quantale obtained from any or
dered monoid is distributive as a lattice
This is not true in general for any quantale In fact one could think that
this is because of the nature of ordered monoids  orelse Petri nets  but
we are going to show that it is not the case The choice of another closure
removes the lattice distributivity and then leads to the ILLcompleteness
The MacNeille completion is a well known completion technique that is
useful for many completeness theorems For example it is used in  to prove
the completeness of quantales with respect to ILL We start with it but the
initial structure is richer
 the Lindenbaum algebra the algebra of equivalent
class of formulae that enjoys the structure of an ILSalgebra and for which
the monoidal operator has a right adjoint In fact our second property  is
veried whereas it is not in the more general case of an ordered monoid Thus
the completed structure is indeed a quantale  see  algebraic semantic
section
The MacNeille closure is dened as
X
n
 fz M j m M X   m z   mg 
where X   m means that m is above any element of X X 	 X
n
does not

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verify property  in the general case but counterexamples are dicult to
nd We will show such counterexample built from a Petri net in section 	

Analyzing the failure of the proof is very interesting because it leads us to a
generalisation of the MacNeille operator
Suppose we want to prove the property  for X   X
n
 ie X  Y
n

X  Y 
n
 Then we take an element x  X and z  Y
n
and try to prove that
x  z  X  Y 
n
 We know that for any m Y   m z   m Assuming that
X  Y   m we aim to obtain x  z   m But now we are blocked because we
cannot use Y   m z   m unless the monoidal operator has a right adjoint
We slightly modify the denition of the MacNeille closure to obtain the
following denition
X
 
 fz M j am M a X   m a  z   mg 	
Now we do not need a right adjoint anymore Indeed let us prove property 
Thus we take an element x  X and z  Y
 
and try to prove that x  z 
X  Y 
 
 We know that for any am a  Y   m  a  z   m Assuming
a  X Y    m we want to obtain a  x  z   m that is also a x  z   m
and then using the hypothesis it is sucient to prove a  x  Y   m which
is also a xY    m This is weaker than a X Y    m The property 
is proved and the property  is easy to prove
Lemma  The closure  has the two required properties  and  that
lead to a quantale
In fact the denition 	 is equivalent to the denition 
 if y   x  y as
a right adjoint y   x  y Then we have obtained another closure operator
X   X
 
which gives rise to a quantale like X   	X Let us explore some
properties of this closure We know that the MacNeille completion preserves
arbitrary joins in some good cases As already mentioned the preservation of
all joins cannot be true here for any closure because ordered monoids do not
enjoy innite distributivity But some joins might be preserved namely those
which distribute over  and these are the joins preserved by our new closure
Indeed let x 
W
i
x
i
in M  recall that it does not always exist and
suppose that for any a  M  we have a  x 
W
i
a  x
i
 We prove that
x
 

W
i
x
 
i
in M
 

W
i
x
 
i
 x
 
is trivial because y   y
 
is monotone Now
assume that we have another upper bound X
 
of all the x
 
i
in M
 
 Then for
all i x
i
 X
 
 Let us prove x  X
 
 Assuming that a  X   m we have
to prove a  x   m Since x
i
 X
 
 we have a  x
i
  m for all i and then
W
i
a  x
i
   m Then using our hypothesis we get a  x   m as required
Lemma  The embedding x   x
 
preserves all the joins that distribute
over 
 

 
The join x 
W
i
x
i
distributes over   if for any a  M  we have a  x 
W
i
a  x
i


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  Completeness
We are now in position to give a completeness result for the quantales which
are generated using the new closure   In fact any quantale is isomorphic to
a quantale of this kind
Lemma  Let Q  Q   be a quantale x  x
 
is an isomorphism
from Q to Q
 
 
To prove it we only need to prove that x  x
 
is a surjective Thus we have
to prove that any X
 
is of the form x
 
for some x This x can be chosen to be
W
X First prove that
W
X  X
 
 Then assuming that a X   m we want to
prove a 
W
X   m But a 
W
X 
W
a X because Q is a quantale and since
a X   m we obtain
W
a X We have
W
X  X
 
and 
W
X
 
 X
 
 On the
other hand X  
W
X Thus we have X  
W
X
 
and nally X
 
 
W
X
 

Theorem  The class of quantales of the form M
 
  is a complete
class of models of ILL
Moreover niteness is preserved by our construction From 	
 we know
that ILL is complete with respect to nite quantales and thus we can deduce
another complete class of quantales
Theorem  The class of nite quantales of the form M
 
  where
M is nite is complete class of models of ILL
  Back to the example
Remember the example of gure  in section  It is easy to prove that this
is the quantale you obtain by our construction starting from the at monoid
ZkZ In fact as ZkZis a group  has a right adjoint and as a consequence
we obtain the MacNeille completion
This example is also interesting in case k   Indeed in this case you
have m
 
m

	m

 
	m

 m

and m
 
	m

 m

	m

    
and then the lattice distributivity is not veried
Proposition  X  Y Z  X Z  Y Z is not provable in ILL
As we have already observed no counter example can be found using
the simple closure X  X whereas a very simple one is constructed with
X  X
 

  Ordered monoids and Petri nets
In this section we show that the concept of Petri net is more general than the
one of ordered monoid First we show how a Petri net can be viewed like an
ordered monoid as in 
 Then we show that every ordered monoid can be
obtained from a Petri net using this construction Moreover the niteness is
preserved during this process

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b
a
t
 
t

t

t

Fig  Example of Petri net
a
t
 
t

Fig  Another Petri net
  Denition and properties of Petri nets
We recall the basics of the theory of Petri nets They form a model of pro
cesses in terms of resources represented by places which can hold to arbitrary
nonnegative multiplicity and of production or consumption of resources by
actions represented by transitions  see 	 for more details
Denition  Let P be a set we denote byM
f

P  the set of nite multisets
of elements of P and its elements are called markings The elements of P are
called places
A marking is a distribution of tokens over the places of P  We will generally
write M instead of M
f

P  for the set of markings
A Petri net is a quadruple R  
P T
 

 

 
 where P is a set of places T
is a set of transitions and
 

 

 
are two functions from T to M
f

P 
M
f

P  is naturally a structure of commutative monoid  representing
the union of multisets and  the empty multiset In fact it is the free com
mutative monoid over P  The behaviour of a net is expressed by describing
how markings change as transitions occur For the markings mm

and the
transition t  T  we dene the ring relation by 
m ti m

if e  M m  e
 
t and m

 t
 
 e
Intuitively this means that when one reach the marking m

from the marking
m with a transition t you have to remove
 
t tokens from m getting e and put
t
 
tokens in e getting m

 We now introduce the reachability relation  which
is the preorder induced by i that is
m  m

if t
 
     t
n
m
 
    m
n 
such that m t
 
i m
 
  m
n 
t
n
i m

In other words m  m

means on can reach m

from m by a nite number of
transitions As an example in the Petri net of gure  we have the property
a  a by the following transitions a t
 
i a b t

i a
The reachability relation   is the reexive and transitive closure of the
ring relation and then it is a preorder on M
f

P  Moreover we have the
following property expressing that the monoidal operation  is increasing with
respect to the   preorder

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Proposition  For any marking m
 
mm
 
we have m  m
 
implies
m
 
 m  m
 
 m
 

 Universal construction of an ordered monoid
From the Petri net we have a preorder  and a monoidal structure   respect
ing the preorder because of proposition  that can justify the construction
by quotient Let us dene the equivalence of markings by
m   m
 
if m  m
 
and m
 
  m
It is easy to prove that   is a congruence Then the following denitions
are correct 	a
   	b
 if a  b and 	a
  	b
  	a  b
 We will denote by M the
quotient M
f
P   ie the set of markings modulo the   equivalence Then
we have the following
Lemma  Let R be a Petri net FR  M  is an ordered monoid
where M is the quotient M
f
P  
Let us show that this construction is universal up to an isomorphism any
ordered monoid can be obtained this way The method can be described as
follows starting from an resp nite ordered monoid M we build a resp
nite Petri net R and prove that the induced monoid FR is isomorphic to
M
Let M  M  be an ordered monoid We build a Petri net R 
MT

 

 where places are copies of the elements of M and transitions
are of ve kinds For the sake of clarity we will use the following shape for
the elements of M  a b c   M  Places will be denoted by underlining the
elements of M like a b Let us recall that  denotes the empty multiset and
  the union of multisets
t

 T

a 	t

i b for a  b
t

 T

a 	t

i b  c for a  b  c
t

 T

b  c 	t

i a for a  b  c
t

 T

 	t

i 
t

 T

 	t

i 
Notice that there is only one transition of kind  resp  whereas there
are as many transitions of kind  as there are pairs a b such that a  b
The reader may also have noticed that the disjoint union T

    T

is nite
if M is a nite set Then R having a nite number of places which are the
elements of M  also has a nite number of transitions Now we can prove that
FR is isomorphic to M For this we need two lemmas
Lemma  We have a

       a
n
  a

     a
n
and as an immediate con
sequence the classes 	a

      a
n

 and 	a

     a
n

 are equal

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Lemma  a
 
         a
n
  b
 
          b
m
in R if and only if a
 
     a
n
 
b
 
     b
m
in M
Lemma  is proved by induction on n using transitions of kind T

and
T

 The only if case of lemma  is proved by induction on the number of
transitions while the if case is trivial using lemma  and one transition of
kind T
 
 The nal result is the following
Lemma  The function i  M  M
f
M	 dened by ia	 
 a is an
isomorphism of ordered monoids fromM to FR	
Indeed i is an faithful embedding of ordered set because we have
a   b  a   b  a  b  ia	  ib	 Moreover i is
full because of lemma  a
 
       a
n
 
 ia
 
     a
n
	 and then i is an
isomorphism of ordered sets Moreover a  b 
 a   b 
 a  b and thus
ia	  ib	 
 ia  b	 Then i is also a morphism of monoids
Theorem  Let M 
 M 	 be an ordered monoid and R be the Petri
net MT
 
	 	
 
	 previously dened with transitions in T
 
	    	 T


FR	 is an isomorphic copy of M
Moreover if M is nite then R is a nite Petri net
We pointed out that another construction is presented in  but it does
not preserve the niteness the constructed Petri net always has an innite
number of transitions But in fact this point is not so important because
having no general completeness the nite model property was not a priority
in 
To summarize we have shown in this section that given a nite	 ordered
monoidM we are able to nd a nite	 Petri net R the underlying ordered
monoid FR	 of which being an exact copy of M  It means that in any con
struction involving an ordered monoid it is safe to consider that this ordered
monoid comes from a Petri net
What does this mean in the context of quantales  We have seen in sec
tion  that OM is a complete class of models of ILL But ordered monoids can
be replaced by Petri nets and consequently Petri nets are a complete class of
models for ILL
  From Petri nets to quantales
In this section we combine the two preceding results to obtain a completeness
theorem for Petri nets and the nite model property
 Comparison with the existing semantics
In  Winskel and Engberg presented a semantics of ILL using Petri nets
In section  we presented a new semantics of ILL from ordered monoid and
in section  we explained how to replace ordered monoids by Petri nets We

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now compare the two semantics Let P T
 
   
 
 be a Petri net Here are
both denitions for which the interpretations are dierent
Semantic of Winskel and Engberg
J K 
JABK JAK  JBK
JABK fm j a b  JAK JBK m  a bg
New semantic derived from OM	semantic
J K fm j a am  
g
JABK fm j k n k  JAK  JBK  n k m  ng
JABK fm j k n k  JAK JBK  n k m  ng
For the other connectives the denitions are the same
J	K M
f
P 
JK fm j m  
g
JaK fm j m  ag
JABK JAK 
 JBK
JA BK fm j a  JAK am  JBKg
This does not mean that a formula of type AB has the same semantic
in both models In fact the semantic JAK and JBK might already be dierent
in case we have an internal  for example
In gure  there is an example of Petri net for which the two semantics
are dierent Indeed let us dene X to be the smallest closed set containing
the marking a ie JXK  N  a and Y be the smallest containing a
JY K  N  a The semantics of X and Y are the same in both cases
 Winskel and Engberg or the new semantic But the semantics of X  Y
is not the same anymore Indeed in Winskel and Engbergs case we get
JXY K  Nf ga whereas in the new semantics we get JXY K  Na
For that we observe that the number of occurrences of a in the markings is
preserved modulo  by any transition t
 
or t
 
 Then for any natural k there
is no natural n such that N  f g  ka  na
  Completeness
The previous results from section  and  can be combined to obtain a com	
pleteness result for Petri nets as well as a nite model property Indeed given
a nite quantale Q we nd a nite Petri net R representing its underlying
ordered monoid FR  Q The semantics of ILL within this Petri net R is

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a
b
 
b

c
s
 
s

k
Fig  A Petri net that does not satisfy property  for the MacNeille closure
the same as the semantics for the underlying ordered monoid FR and by
isomorphism it is the same as the semantics in Q
Theorem  A formula A of ILL is provable if and only if its semantics
veries JK  JAK in every Petri net This property is still true if we only
consider nite Petri nets
 Some examples
Let us come back to the example of gure  We also dene Z to be the
smallest closed set containing 	 JZK 
 JK 
 N a Then we have
JX  Y K 
 JXK  JY K 
  and JX  Y K  Z 
 JZK 
 N a On the contrary
JX  ZK 
 JY  ZK 
 N a as already noticed Then JX  Z  Y  ZK is
not included in JX  Y  ZK
Proposition  X  Z  Y  Z  X  Y  Z is not provable in ILL
Let us present now a last example We remind that we were obliged to
modify the MacNeille closure to obtain the property X  Y
 
 X  Y 
 

We exhibit in gure  a Petri net that does not satisfy this property for the
MacNeille closure X  X
n
 In this case the monoidal operation  is usually
denoted by  because it is the sum of multisets
We dene X 
 fag and Y 
 fb
 
 b
 
g Then after a computation we
obtain X
n

 	a 
 fag and Y
n

 fk b

 b
 
g Moreover we have X  Y
n


fa  k a  b

 a  b
 
g Now let us evaluate X  Y 
n

 fa b

 a b
 
g
n

It is clear that fa  b

 a  b
 
g   c It is also true that a  k 
  c even if
it is less clear how to prove it Then a  k 
 fa b

 a b
 
g
n
and we have
X  Y
n
  X  Y 
n

Proposition  There are ordered monoids for which the MacNeille closure
does not satisfy the property X  Y
n
 X  Y 
n

The Petri net of gure  is such an example

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  Concluding remarks
What about the computation of the semantics function For Winskel and En
gbergs semantics we had an intuitive understanding of what the semantics
represents It does not seem as obvious with our new semantics Moreover
computing the semantics function is not easy in many cases since we have to
verify a property for an innite number of markings k k 	 A   m implies
k 	 z   m However we could directly consider the closure of Winskel and
Engbergs semantics as a lower approximation of the new semantics to have
an idea of what it might be All along this paper we have shown how ordered
monoids or Petri nets can provide concise counter examples revealing the un
provability of formulae of ILL Small examples were presented to show that  
and   do not distribute over each other in ILL for example something that
was not feasible with the initial Petri net semantics The search of counter
models is a complementary tool to proof search and in this context the se
mantical considerations are important especially when only simple structures
like Petri nets are involved
Possible issues of this revision of the ILL semantics would be to derive a
new algebraic semantics as basis of proof search and to propose a calculus
to e
ectively build countermodels for ILL Moreover we could study from
these semantical considerations a possible and alternative embedding of ILL
into IL  and its consequences on proof search or refutation search in these
logics
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A Sequent calculus for ILL
Identity  Cut rules
A   A
Id
 A   B    A
   B
Cut
Logical rules
   A
    A
L
  
R
   A
L
   
R
 AB   C
 A B   C
 L
   A    B
   A B
 R
 A   C  B   C
 A B   C
 L
   A
   A B
 R
 
   B
   A B
 R
 
 A   C
 AB   C
L

 B   C
 AB   C
L
 
   A    B
   AB
R
   A  B   C
 A B   C
 L
 A   B
   A  B
 R

